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Taylor & Stirling Blinds & Curtains have been servicing Ballarat, Daylesford, Ballan, Bacchus 
Marsh and the Victorian Central Highlands region since 1946. We have recently launched 
our second store based on Bruny Island supporting a mobile operation servicing southern 
Tasmanian including Huon Valley and channel. 

With dedicated staff with over 110+ combined years in the blind and curtain trade,we 
believe we can offer you  service, second to none.  We are located at 22 Sturt, Ballarat in 
one of Ballarat’s historic buildings built in the early 1850’s and 100 Blink Bonny rd in 
Lunawanna on Bruny Island.  Our primary retail showrooms is located in the 22 Sturt St 
Buildng with a mobile showroom supporting Tasmania.  We can also come to you and do a 
in-home consultation with a selection of our product range. 

Ballarat Manufacturing 

We pride ourselves on manufacturing locally in Ballarat which enables us to guarantee the 
quality of the workmanship.  If we cant manufacture locally we only source Australian 
Manufactured products. Taylor and Stirling customers have the peace of mind of knowing 
they are dealing directly with the manufacturer and can expect a professional and reliable 
service. 

The History of Our Building 

We moved into our new retail space in November 2013. The building has a been part of the 
Ballarat retail scene since the early 1850’s.  It was initially one of many local Iron Mongers, 
then they moved into Motor Cycles & Cycles, with the “Ballarat” motor cycle being built on 
the premises. A petrol browser was a fixture for many years allowing cars and motor cycles 
to fill up out the front.  In the late 1940’s in became the Malvern Star shop.  For many years 
if was the location of the The Courier printing press (being the home to the first colour 
printing press outside of Melbourne) and photo developing labs upstairs.  The WoolShop for 
a few years, then a Car Audio sales and installation. 

As you can see, we have an extensive selection of products that can make your home or 
establishment safer, more secure and undeniably attractive. With so many different 
products and product styles to choose from, the selection process can sometimes feel 
overwhelming. That’s we encourage anyone interested in exploring their options to contact 
us – either by calling us or filling out the form on this page. 

Contact Your Experts in Interior Design 
Taylor and Stirling are experts in interior design for greater western Victoria and now 
Tasmania, and we provide specialised consultations and decorative services for clients in 
Victoria: Trentham, Avoca, Daylesford, Carisbrook, Talbot, Clunes, Avoca, Dunolly Creswick, 



Elaine, Lexton, and Tasmania: Bruny Island, Huonville, Kingston, Cygnet . All of our 
consultants are fully qualified with extensive experience to ensure that your dream home 
can become a reality. 

We offer a vast range of window furnishings and related accessories for new and period 
homes, alike. Our team will help you find the best roller blinds, curtain fabrics and 
wallpapers to complement your windows. 

We also provide a furnishing and fixtures consultancy service, through which we’ll help you 
select the best furniture and finishing touches to give your room a dash of character that 
reflects your own tastes and personality. 

Finally, one of our most sought-after services – from Ballan to Ararat – is the renowned 
Taylor and Stirling Colour Design Service. This is the perfect solution for anyone who has 
ever admired a beautifully designed room, but isn’t sure how to achieve the same effect in 
their own home. 

Get in touch with us here through our contact page, and we can arrange to send a fully 
qualified interior decorator to your house. They’ll have a look at your current layout and 
take time to get to know your personal preferences. We’ll have you well on your way to 
living in the home you’ve always dreamed of on a budget that you can feel good about. 

About US 

Taylor & Stirling have been servicing Western Victoria and Southern Tasmania, window 

furnishing needs covering Blinds, Curtains, Awnings and Shutter requirements since 1946. 

Our customers have all different styles of homes and we pride ourselves on delivering 

premium quality window furnishings that match the tastes, requirements and individuality 

of each of our customers. 

Contact Us 

 Taylor and Stirling, 
 22 Sturt St, Ballarat 
 100 Blinkbonny Rd  
 ACN 81 158 491 215 
 Tel: (03) 53 33 1441  
 Tel: (03) 6231 4120  

Roller blinds (Holland blinds) are always popular as they can provide a clean, stylish & 
contemporary look. It is the classic simplicity of roller blinds that continues to make them a 
preferred choice. 

 They offer the convent choice of blockout, translucent (light filtering), 
sunscreen.  Modern roller blinds see a mixture of  with either dual roller blinds or 
roller blind combined with elegance of sheer curtains.  We increasingly see a range 



of textured fabric being purchased to provide a softer feel to the traditional roller 
blind. 

 Modern roller blinds can be customised with an endless variety of additions, 
including scalloped finishes, fabric inserts and bonded fabrics. One of the most 
functional ways of managing heat and light, your roller blinds can provide total sun 
blockout or allow filtered light into your rooms. It is not only the functionality that 
makes roller blinds so appealing; the clean, uncluttered look at your windows that 
makes its own style statement.  Please drop into our showroom in Ballarat or call us 
to discuss how we can provide a roller blinds solution to suit your home. 

Brooke, Maree, Karen work in close collaboration with their clients to understand their 
needs.  They are then able to create interiors which respond to the clients aspirations. To 
achieve this, they work closely with architects, building designers, and others in the various 
industries that supply the materials and fitments. 

Grace, Tayla and Maree may be called on to make recommendations for the complete finish 
of individual spaces and buildings, recommend room layouts for furniture, provide 
computer images of three dimensional views of interiors and details of specific joinery 
fitments. Specific tasks may include: 

 Interior and Exterior color schemes 
 Selection of the appropriate floor coverings & Window Furnishings 
 Furnishing & Finish out of living and bedroom spaces, including furnishings & lighting 

The latest trends in finishes and fitments are sourced and incorporated in the design 
proposals. Taylor and Stirling is dedicated to providing a personalised service, with design 
solutions that are innovative and creative. This may involve Heritage, Classical and 
Contemporary design themes. 

Our Services Include : 

 In-home Consultations – 
 New Home & Renovation Consultations 
 Colour Consultation Service 
 Furnishing & Finish Selection Service 
 Project Management 
 Introduction to Professional Builders and Trades People. 

Quality, service & guarantee 

All consultations draw on the teams collective experience as window covering and 
decorating specialists. We not only carry fabrics, blinds and accessories from leading 
suppliers, but we manufacture our own products in Ballarat.  You can be certain we will 
recommend the best products for your home. 

Our service centre is able to provide repair & maintenance service for the repair of curtains, 
blinds, tracks and associated hardware. We carry the following spare parts: 



  

Parts for Curtains 

Including hooks, tracks, curtain cord, weights tiebacks, tie back hooks 

Parts for Roller Blinds 

We have a number of blinds spare parts, including winders, roller chains, springs, brackets 
and booster springs,.  We carry a number of manufactures including Acmeda, JAI, 
Rollerease, HelioScreen, Vertilux & Verasol. 

Parts for Vertical Blinds 

Including vertical blind weights, 127mm, 100mm, 80mm and 63mm, tilt rods, hangers, 
linking chain.  We no longer repair tracks. 

Parts for Roman Blinds 

Including roman blind cord locks, continuous chain, continuous cord, new headboxes, pully 
controls, roman cleats. 

Parts for Honeycomb/Pleated Blinds 

Including replacement cord locks, recording cord, cord joiners. 

Parts for Medical Curtains and Medical Tracks 

Including new medical tracks, roof hangers, joiners, curtain hooks 

Parts for Venetians 

Including venetian tape, venetian cord, winders, winder locks, headbox locks.  We no longer 
stock replacement blades. 

Parts for Plantation Shutters 

Including blade pins, blades, side rails, light block strips. 

Parts for Outdoor blinds and Awnings 

Including awning step out brackets, new guide tracks and wires, springs, base bars, awning 
pull sticks. 



Motorisation spare parts 

Including somfy and Acmeda remotes, motors, drive wheels, Generic motors and 
replacement remote controls. 

Manual for Acmeda RFseries Remotes 

Manual for Somfy Remotes 

 

http://taylorandstirling.com.au/manuals/Acmeda-RF500%20Remote%20Instructions.pdf
http://taylorandstirling.com.au/manuals/Somfy_Programming.pdf

